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Max & Bunny is a fresh, young, card company, which playfully uses color and patterns. 
Rebecca, the founder and designer, is a graphic designer from New York and this is her 
fourth year at the National Stationery Show. 

Max & Bunny offers cards for a variety of occasions ranging from birthdays to baby 
showers, and while the bold patterns on the front provide a visual statement, the interiors 
are blank, allowing the sender to personalize each message. Each card also comes with a 
customized envelope with matching liner, which adds a touch of style to every occasion. 

This year we are excited to introduce a whole new line of products that we hope you 
enjoy. We have added several cards to our already extensive selection of Thank You, 
Birthday, and Baby lines in fresh new color palettes. We also produced eight new holiday 
cards, including our new Chanukah line. Additionally, our customers all requested more 

customizable cards, so we’ve tried to accommodate them by creating new customizable note cards and patterned greeting 
cards, which we offer as single cards or boxed sets. We also expanded our offering of cards that express Love. However, 
these new cards are not just for Valentine’s Day; the modern design allows them to be used for birthdays, Mother’s Day, or 
any occasion. Last, but not least, we plan to debut our most exciting new line of art prints that are an elegant touch for any 
home or office. 

We hope you enjoy these new products as much as we did creating them. Also, we are happy to customize any orders to suit 
your needs so please contact us with any questions. Thanks for looking through our new catalog and we look forward to 
working with you in the future. 

Details:

payment by Visa or MasterCard
orders are billed on day of shipment
prices are wholesale and do not include shipping

orders ship USPS
orders placed at the National Stationary Show 
will ship 4-6 weeks from day of order

Contact:

www.maxandbunny.com
email: rhardie@maxandbunny.com
phone: 718.887.6224

Orders can be placed by phone, email or 
through the Max and Bunny website. We
welcome custom orders, so please ask.

HOLIDAY COLLECTION



CHRISTMAS TREE.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2HL002

CHRISTMAS TREE.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2HL020

SANTA.  individual or set of 8.  
A6 size. #MBA6HL003

ARROW HEART.  
individual or set of 8.  4 Bar size. 
#MBA2HL021

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2HL001

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2HL019

SCREENPRINTED VALENTINE.   
individual or set of 8. 4-Bar size. 
#MB4BVD001
#MB4BVD005

#MB4BVD002 #MB4BVD003 #MB4BVD004

HOLIDAY GOLD.  individual or
set of 8.  A7 size. 
#MBA7HL004
#MBA7HL008-all designs

CHANUKAH TILES.  individual 
or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2HL014
#MBA2HL018-all designs

CHRISTMAS TILES.  individual 
or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2HL009
#MBA2HL013-all designs

#MBA2HL010

#MBA2HL015

#MBA7HL005

#MBA2HL011

#MBA2HL016

#MBA7HL006

#MBA2HL012

#MBA2HL017

#MBA7HL007



LOVE BLOCK CHEVRON POSTER.  
12.5” X 18”  #MBART-001

LOVE  POSTER.  
18” X 12.5”  #MBART-002 pink

 #MBART-003-tan

#MBART-011 pink

CIRCLES POSTER.  
12.5” X 18” #MBART-006 bronze

 #MBART-009 yellow

LOVE  BLOCK POSTER.  
12.5” X 18”  #MBART-004 pink

COLOR SLABS POSTER.  
12.5” X 18”  #MBART-008 neutral

#MBART-007 taupe

#MBART-010 aqua

#MBART-005 tan

ART COLLECTION



DIAMOND.  individual card or 
set of 8.  A2 size. 
#MBA2DI001-red
#MBA2DI000-all colors

#MBA2DI002-pink

#MBA2DI006-peacock

#MBA2DI003-yellow

#MBA2DI007-purple

#MBA2DI004-green

#MBA2DI008-gray#MBA2DI005-ocean

LOVE BLOCK.  individual 
or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2LV001-pink

#MBA2LV002-tan LOVE LONG.  individual 
or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2LV003-pink

LOVE LONG.  individual 
or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2LV004-tan

THE BLANK COLLECTION



#MBA6ST002-orange

#MBA2DM002-green

#MBA2CR002-yellow

#MBA6ST003-red

#MBA2DM003-blue

#MBA2CR003-green

#MBA6ST004-white

#MBA2DM004-purple

#MBA2CR004-orange

DAMASK.  individual card or 
set of 8.  A2 size. 
#MBA2DM001-black
#MBA2DM000-all colors

DOT PATTERN.  individual card or 
set of 8.  A2 size. 
#MBA2CR001-blue
#MBA2CR000-all colors

STRIPES.  individual card or 
set of 8.  A6 size. 
#MBA6ST001-blue
#MBA6ST000-all colors

LINKS.  individual card or 
set of 8.  A2 size. 
#MBA2OG001-red
#MBA2OG000-all colors

PRETTY.  individual card
A2 size.  #MBA2YP001

#MBA2OG002-pink

HOLA.  individual card  
A2 size.  #MBA2SP001

#MBA2OG006-aqua

#MBA2OG003-orange

HELLO THERE. individual card
4 bar size.  #MB4BHT001

#MBA2OG007-light blue

#MBA2OG004-yellow

#MBA2OG008-dark blue#MBA2OG005-green



HAPPY DOT PINK.  set of 10. 
A7 size.  #MBA7HP001

DIAGONAL ORANGE.  set of 10. 
A7 size.  #MBA7DG001

HAPPY DOT MULTI.  set of 10. 
A7 size.  #MBA7HP002

DIAGONAL BLUE.  set of 10. 
A7 size.  #MBA7DG004

HAPPY DOT GREEN.  set of 10. 
A7 size.  #MBA7HP003

DIAGONAL PINK.  set of 10. 
A7 size  #MBA7DG002

DIAGONAL GREEN.  set of 10. 
A7 size.  #MBA7DG003

FLOWER NOTECARD.  
set of 8.  4 BAR size. 
#MB4BNC001-black

#MB4BNC002-aqua

PRINTABLE COLLECTION



GREAT.  individual card.  A6 size. 
#MBA6BG003

FANTASTIC.  individual card.  
A6 size.  #MBA6BG002

OH BABY.  individual card.  
A2 size  #MBA2BY002

EVER AFTER.  individual card.  
A6 size.  #MBA6BG001

BABY BABY BABY.  
individual card.  A2 size.  
#MBA2BY001

CONGRATULATIONS COLLECTION

BABY ALPHABET.  individual  
or set of 8.  A2 size. 
#MBA2BY004

BABY BANNER.  individual or 
set of 8.  4 BAR size. 
#MB4BBY003



THANK YOU COLLECTION

THANKS ROSES.  
individual card or set of 8.  
4 BAR size.  #MB4BTH007

THANK YOU MEDALLION.  
individual card or set of 8.  
4 BAR size.  
#MB4BTH008-black

THANK YOU MEDALLION.  
individual card or set of 8.  
4 BAR size.  
#MB4BTH009-gray

THANK YOU FLOWERS.  
individual card or set of 8.  
4 BAR size.  #MB4BTH010

#MBA2TH002-aqua #MBA2TH003-pink #MBA2TH004-orangeTHANKS CIRCLES.  individual 
card or set of 8.  A2 size 
#MBA2TH001-blue
#MBA2TH000-all colors

THANK YOU CURSIVE.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2TH005

THANK YOU LAYERS.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2TH006



REPEAT BIRTHDAY.  individual card. 
#10 size.  #MB10BD001

11 2 3 4 5

FILLED BLUE.  individual card.  
#10 size.  #MB10BD002

2

TALL WHITE.  individual card.  
#10 size.  #MB10BD004

4

TALL BLUE.  individual card.  
#10 size.   #MB10BD005

5

3 FILLED WHITE. individual card.  
#10 size.  #MB10BD003

BLUE BIRTHDAY. individual card
or set of 8.  A2 size. 
#MBA2BD001

BIRTHDAY CONFETTI.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2BD003

BIRTHDAY CHEVRON.  
individual card or set of 8.  
A2 size.  #MBA2BD004

MAD LIB.  individual card or 
set of 8.  A6 size. 
#MBA6BD002

BIRTHDAY BALLOONS.  
individual or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2BD005-red

  #MBA2BD006-pastel   #MBA2BD007-blue BIRTHDAY CAKE.  
individual or set of 8.  A2 size.  
#MBA2BD008

BIRTHDAY COLLECTION
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